Nomenclature

Introduction
One of the important maintenance requirements for the modern aviation gas turbine engine (GTE) on condition is the presence of an efficient parametric technical diagnostic system. As is known, the diagnostic problem of the GTE of some aircraft is mainly that the onboard systems of the objective control don't register all engine work parameters. This circumstance causes the need for additional manual registration of other parameters of GTE work. Consequently, there is the necessity to create a diagnostic system that provides the possibility of monitoring the condition of a GTE and making an exact recommendation about the further maintenance of the GTE by using registered data either on manual record and onboard recorders.
In the subdivisions of CIS airlines, various automatic diagnostic systems (ADS) are currently used to determine the technical conditions of GTE. The essence of ADS methods is mainly to form flexible ranges for the recorded parameters as the result of engine operating time and to compare the recorded meaning of parameters with their point or interval estimations (values).
However, it should be noted that statistic data processing using the aforementioned method is conducted by the preliminary allowance of the recorded parameters meaning normal distribution. This allowance affects the reliability of the monitoring of the technical condition of GTE and causes of the error decision in the GTE diagnostic and operating process (Pashayev et al. 2004a , Pashayev et al. 2003 , Abdullayev et al. 2005 .
Moreover, some identical combination of changes in the various work parameters of GTE can be caused by different malfunctions. This complicates the location of the defect.
Fuzzy-neural identification system of technical condition of GTE (Preliminary stage)
A combined diagnostic method of monitoring the condition of GTE based on the evaluation of engine parameters by soft computing methods, mathematical statistics (high order statistics), and regression analysis is suggested. The method provides stage-by-stage (three stages) evaluation of the technical conditions of GTE (Fig 1) . Experimental investigation conducted by manual records shows that, at the beginning of monitoring during 40÷60 measurements, accumulated values of recorded parameters of GTE in good working order are not normal distribution.
Consequently, in the first stage of the diagnostic process (at the preliminary stage of GTE operation) when initial data is insufficient and fuzzy, GTE condition is estimated by soft computing methods: the fuzzy logic (FL) method and neural networks (NN). In spite of the rough parameters estimations of GTE conditions, the privilege of this stage is the possible creation of an initial image (initial condition) of the engine on the indefinite information.
As is known, one of the methods used to estimate the technical condition of GTE is the control of the temperature of exhaust gas and analysis of the trends in the changes in these values during operation. The application of various mathematical models described by regression equations for estimating the condition of GTE used in aviation is presented by L. A. Ivanov and S. M Doroshko (Ivanov et al. 2003 , Doroshko 1984 .
Let us consider mathematical linear and non-linear models of aviation GTE temperature described by fuzzy regression equations: 
where i Y is the fuzzy output parameter (e.g. GTE exhaust gas temperature
, and ij a and rs a are required fuzzy parameters (fuzzy regression coefficients).
The general task is to define the parameters of the fuzzy values ij a and rs a of the equations (1) and (2) Let us consider the decision of the given tasks by using FL and NN (Abasov et al. 1998 , Yager et al. 1994 , Hassoun 1995 .
NN consists of interconnected fuzzy neurons sets. When using NN to solve equations (1) 
.
At the identification task decision of parameters ij a and rs a for equations (1) and (2) using NN, the basic problem is training the parameters ij a and rs a . For training the values of parameters, we shall take advantage of a α -cut (Hassoun 1995) . We suppose there are statistical fuzzy data received on the basis of experiments. On the basis of these input and output data training pairs ( , ) Х Т are made for training a network. For construction of process model on the input of NN gives input signals Х , and further outputs are compared with reference output signals Т (Fig 2) .
After comparison, the deviation value is calculated: 
If for all training pairs the deviation value Е is less than given, then training (correction) parameters of the network come to an end (Fig 3) . In the opposite case, it continues until value Е reaches a minimum.
The correction of network parameters for the left and right parts is carried out as follows: The structure of the NN for the identification of the parameters of equation (1) is given in figure 4.
For equation (2), we shall consider a concrete special case as a regression equation of the second order 2 2 00 10 1 01 2 11 1 2 20 1 02 2
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For the solution of equation (2), let us construct a neural structure in which the parameters of the network are coefficients 00 a , 10 a , 01 a , 11 a , 20 a , and 02 a . The structure of the NN will therefore have four inputs and one output (Fig 5) .
Using the NN structure, we are training network parameters. For 0 α = , we receive the following expressions: 2  2 2  1  2  1  1  21  2  2  22  1  1  021 022
It is necessary to note that at negative values of the coefficients rs a ( 0 rs a < ), the calculation formulas of the expressions that include parameters rs a in equation (3) and correction of the given parameter in equation (4) 
For value 1 α = we shall receive 2  3  3  3  3  13  3  3  13  1  1  103 203 2  3  3  3  3  23  3  3  23  1  1  013 023
As the result of training (4) and (5), we find parameters of the network satisfying the knowledge base with required training quality. However, research carried out shows that the distributions of the work parameters of GTE have an unstable character (fuzzy character). Therefore, it is necessary to note that the correct application of the fuzzy correlation-regression approach demands the analysis of the fuzzy characteristics of the distributions of the work parameters of GTE. With this purpose in mind, one must carry out a fuzzy analysis of the distribution of GTE work parameters on the basis of fuzzy values of skewness and kurtosis coefficients using the following formulas (Tabs 1-2; Appendix):
where ( ) А P and ( ) Е P are fuzzy skewness and kurtosis coefficients of the GTE work parameter P (e.g. for output y or input x parameter); 
Monitoring GTE condition using regression analysis and Kalman-type filter (Second stage)
The analysis shows that during following 60-120 measurements occurs the approach of individual parameters values of GTE work to normal distribution. Therefore, at the accumulation of certain information in the second stage, GTE conditions are estimated with the help of mathematical statistics. Here the given and enumerated to the one GTE work mode and standard atmosphere parameters are controlled on conformity to their calculated admissible and possible ranges.
Further by means of the Least Squares Method (LSM), the multiple linear regression models of changes in GTE conditions are identified. These models are made for each correct subcontrol engine of the fleet during the initial period of operation. On the basis of the analysis of the values of the regression coefficient (coefficients of influence) of all engine's multiple regression models with the help of mathematical statistics base and admissible range of coefficients (Abdullayev et al. 2005 , Pashayev et al. 2004b .
Monitoring GTE condition using regression analysis and Kalman-type filter (second stage) is presented by A. Pashayev (Pashayev et al. 2004a) .
Monitoring GTE condition using results of complex analysis of first and second stages (Third stage)
On the third stage (for more than 120 measurements) by the LSM estimation conducts the detail analysis of GTE conditions. The essence of those procedures is making an actual model (multiple linear regression equation) of the conditions of GTE and comparing actual coefficients of influence (regression coefficients) with their base admissible ranges. The reliability of diagnostic results in this stage is high and equal to 0.95÷0.99. The influence coefficient's values going out the mentioned ranges allows make conclusion about the meaning changes of physical process influence on the concrete GTE work parameters. The stable going out one or several coefficient's influences beyond the abovementioned range affirms about additional feature of incorrectness and permits to determine address and possible reason of faults. To receive stable (robust) estimations by LSM, ridge-regression analysis is therefore used.
With the view of forecasting GTE conditions, the regression coefficients are approximated by second and third degree polynomials.
As an example of the application of the aforementioned method, changes in the conditions of a GTE (aviation engine D-30KU-154) were investigated. At the preliminary stage, when the number of measurements is 60 N ≤ , the technical condition of the GTE is described by the fuzzy linear regression equation (1). The identification of the fuzzy linear model of the GTE is made with help of NN, the structure of which is given in figure 2. The GTE exhaust gas temperature is therefore accepted as the output parameter of the GTE model * * 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 * 7 8 9 10 11 
On the subsequent stage for each current measurement's 60 N > , when observes the normal distribution of the engine work parameters, GTE temperature condition describes by linear regression equation (6) which parameters is estimated by recurrent algorithm .
As the result of the research conducted for the varied technical condition of the considered engine was revealed certain dynamics of the correlation and regression coefficients values changes which is given in figures 6 and 8 (Appendix). The basic characteristics of correlation coefficients (Fig 6; Appendix) show the necessity of using fuzzy NN for the processing of flight information. In that case correct application of this approach on describing up of the GTE technical condition changes is possible by fuzzy linear or non-linear model (Pashayev et al. 2004a , Abdullayev et al. 2005 .
For the third stage was made the following admission of regression coefficients (influence coefficients of various parameters) of various parameters on GTE exhaust gas temperature in linear multiple regression equation (1) (Fig 8; Appendix) .
Conclusions
1. The GTE technical condition combined diagnosing approach is offered, which is based on engine work fuzzy and non-fuzzy parameters estimation with the help of Soft Computing methods (Fuzzy Logic and Neural Networks) and the confluent analysis. 2. It is shown that the use of soft computing methods to recognise the technical condition of GTE has certain advantages in comparison with traditional probabilitystatistical approaches. First of all, it is connected by that the offered methods may be used irrespective of the kind of GTE work parameters distributions. As at the early stage of the engine work, because of the limited amount of information, the kind of distribution of parameters is difficult to establish. 3. By complex analysis it is established that: − between the fuzzy thermodynamic and mechanical parameters of GTE operation, there are certain fuzzy relations which degree in operating process and in dependence of fuzzy diagnostic situation changes' dynamics increases or decreases, − for various situations of malfunctions development is observed different fuzzy dynamics (changes) of connections (correlation coefficients) between engine work fuzzy parameters in operating, caused by occurrence or disappearance of factors influencing GTE technical condition, − for improvement of accepted decisions accuracy about GTE technical condition is expedient to apply fuzzy statistics in offered condition monitoring system. The suggested methods make it possible not only to diagnose but also to predict the safe engine runtime. These methods give tangible results and can be recommended for practical application both for automatic engine diagnostic systems in which the handle records are used as initial information and for onboard systems of engine work control. 
